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The candidate completes an

application and assessment

through the online application

portal.

The manager and any required

panelists/executives conduct

the interview at the scheduled

time

The recruiter conducts a phone

screen with the candidate to

con�irm minimum quali�ications

and preferred details de�ined

jointly by recruiter and manager

during the intake call. If candidate

satis�ies criteria, the recruiter will

schedule them on the manager's

calendar for an interview during

the screening call.

The manager is to provide

feedback on the interview

regardless of the outcome no

later than 24 hours after the

interview takes place

If the decision is to make an

offer, the recruiter will make

the offer within 24 hours of

the decision being

communicated. Done! Time

to party and celebrate!
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A required best practice for all Category 1 positions

and speci�ically for bedside nursing positions

Do block your calendar with speci�ic times for

interviews and communicate those to your

recruiter. Keep your calendar up to date

Do ensure there is a thorough intake session so

everyone is on the same page

Do ensure that you have at minimum every

other week touch points scheduled with your

recruiter to go over your positions

Do give feedback immediately ("code offer")

Do have a backup person who can interview

and make decisions in your absence

Do complete all interviews in one trip, including

any panels, executive interviews or job

shadowing that may be required

Do be prepared to sell the candidate on why

they want to work for us!

Do not have the "window shopping" approach

Do not reschedule or cancel interviews

Do not have the candidate come in more than

once for an interview

Do not discuss compensation with candidates

Do not let the candidate get the impression

you are unprepared for the interview


